Emergency Response Plan Activation

Incident or Accident Occurs at UWS

911 is Called

911 Dispatches Emergency Responders

Emergency Responders respond to scene & assume command of the incident

Response continues until the incident is stabilized and under control


UWS Emergency Procedures (Annex A) activated by occupants

Campus Safety Duty Officer dispatched to scene by 911

Campus Safety Duty Officer attends to safety of occupants

Campus Safety Director notified

Chancellor or Officer of the Day notified

Evaluate Situation and its impact

Minor Emergency
Plan Activation is Optional

Moderate Emergency
Plan Activation is recommended

Major / Community Emergency
Activate Plan

No Plan Activation
Campus handles situation thru normal means. ICS not required

Plan Activation to manage UWS actions. Implement ICS

Appoint an Incident Commander (IC)

Executive Management Advisory Team

Report to the command post for the initial briefing

Develop an Incident Action Plan

Notify System, state or federal agencies as needed

Open an Emergency Operation Center (EOC) if needed

Expand or contract ICS as conditions change

Conduct a Post-Incident Critique

Initiate COOP Plan for recovery

Emergency Ends
Deactivate Response Plan
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